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Technology and 
Dramaturgical Development 
Five Observations 

In her landmark book, The History of the Greek and Roman T7reater, the great 
historian Margarete Bieber stated simply and elegantly, "The development of 
the theater building always follows the development of dramatic literature." 1 

, .. While historians, of course, have always attempted to explain the· drama in 
'<eiim of known architectural, scenographic, and technological practices, the 

effect of one upon the other has been less fully or successfully explored. 
Why, for instance, is the reverse of Bieber's statement not true? And in the 
rapidly changing technology of the contemporaty world, is it possible that 

i . techno1oJzy has becom_e a causal fuctor in the development of dram_a? 
History seems to support Bieber. In almost evety culture and every his~ 

torical period the dramatic text and the perfonnance have always preceded 
creation of a formalized physical theater. Aeschylus preceded Epidauros; 

Plautus and Terence preceded the Theater of Pompey; the standardized 
Noh theater evolved well after the plays of Zeami; the Comedie Frans:aise 
(both building and company) followed in the wake of Moliere; the list goes 
on. That a physical theater structure might be created to suit the needs of an 
evolving drama and mode of perfonnance is not in itself surprising, 
although all too often historians-grasping for the few tangible straws avail
able to them-tty to explain the older drama in terms of the extant theater 
Sttuctures. But what is n1ore striking is that the reverse is rarely if ever tlUe: 
the theater building and its concomitant technologies has seldon1 given 
birth to new forms of dran1atic art that have had a life or significance beyond 
the immediate entertainment and gratification of its contemporaty audi~ 
ence. This suggests a deeper root cause or underlying necessity that can be 
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found, I believe, in the relationship of the institution of theater to the soci

ety and culture that spawned it. Historically, the theater has been both a Jab
oratory and a battlefield for emerging and evolving ideas of a growing soci
ety. But change, of course, as Plato recognized, is potentially dangerous, 
especially for those who depend upon the status quo for power or wealth. 
In those societies with dynamic theatrical cultures, the emergence of 
authoritarian govermnent has frequently been accompanied by the attem_pt 
to halt the evolutionary forces of theater by literal1y turning living culture 
into monuments to the status quo. 

Taking the ancient Greek theater as a case in point, one sees a process of 
vital evolution throughout the fifth century. But at that point in which the 
theatrical art was perceived to be at its peak, in which evolutionary trans
formations had essentially ceased and were, in fact, no longer desirable, at 
that point at which the theater had become not a tool for change but a tool 
for the validation of authority, inextricably bound up with the mling polit

ical forces, the theater was literally set in stone by Lycurgus, thus ensuring 
that it would cease to evolve. It became, instead, a cultural icon. By captur
ing the physical theater at a particular point and concretizing it, the dramatic 
theater became a fixed, unchanging entity. The energy of an evolving the
ater in transition gave way to stagnation; the stone theater of Lycurgus was 
a tnajor contributing factor to the decline of Greek theater. Likewise, fol

lowingthe death of Moliere, Louis XIV combined the warring theater 
companies of Paris into the single Comedic Franyaise, creating an· institu
tion that was quickly followed by an architectural monument of a theater. 
Innovation in the French theater of the titne ceased almost immediately. In 
both these cases, and in many others, the transformation of living theaters 
into architectural edifices also transformed the art from a theater of the play

wright into a theater of the actor. The entphasis shifted from original cre
ation to the repetition and interpretation of existing texts. 

Because of the great cost and upkeep of permanent theaters, because of 
the inevitable commitment that the community must make to the con
stnlction of such theaters, and, not incidentally, because of the opportunity 
for self-aggrandizing public Inonumentality on which political leaders seem 

to thrive (the "edifice complex"), permanent theaters were almost always 
created by the authorities or by the state, not the people of the theater. (The 
Elizabethan theater, a creation of actors and businessmen, is a notable 
exception, although even there, the theatrical momentum_ was eventually 

subsumed by the courts ofJames and Charles with the result that theater and 
theater architecture were pritne targets of the Crom_wellian revolution.) 

Technology and Dramaturgical Def.!elopment 

First observation: Cultural edifices are ininllcal to change and unrespon
sive to art. Given the opportunity, the state will always erect such edifices 
to preserve the status quo, but this will lead to artistic decline. 

There have been, of course, instances of an opposing pattern in theater 
history. The Teatro Olimpico, for instance, was a creation of acadenllcs 

combining an llnpcrfect knowledge of classical histmy with Renaissance 
technology. It did not evolve out of existing theater practice, nor did it 

emerge in response to the demands of any contemporary form of drama (it 
opened with a spectacle production of Oedipus), and, significantly, it gener
ated no new forms. If advancements in dramaturgy can lead to develop
m_ents in theater architecture and technology, shouldn't the reverse also be 
true? But there are no new f01ms of drama traceable or attlibutable to the 
Teat::ro Olim_pico. As significant as that theater is as an architectural icon, it 

was, dramaturgically speaking, a kind of stillbirth. It is not that the new 
technologies of the Renaissance generated no new forms of theater. Most 
obviously, the many stunning examples of technological innovation of the 
period led to the development of so-called spectacle theaters such as the 
Salle des Machines that demanded the creation of a specialized dran1a. But 
this had no long-tenn effect upon play developtnent. The significance of 

Corneille as a playwright, for example, emanates from Le Cid or Horace, 
plays written for the earlier court and popular theaters that still owed some
thing to the theater in the market square. The plays he wrote for the spec
tacle theaters such as Andromede, though fascinating in their own right, 
engendered no permanent development<; or genres. 

I am not arguing that technology, scenography, and architecture have no 
effects on the developtnent of the drama; they have profound effects. Per

spective painting, changeable scenc1y, and the proscenium arch, for exam_
ple, are as inextricably bound up in the evolution of illusionistic theater as 
are the theories of Aristotle and neoclassical scholars. One might even argue 
that much of Western drama owes its existence to these technical compo
nents. But in tenns of direct cause and effect, theater and stage configura

tions that derive purely from theory or technology engender no new forms 

of drama. 
Spectacle theaters exist today at Disney World and its many counterparts, 

and at the increasingly rare world's fairs; Broadway, the West End, and 
Tokyo's connnercial theaters produce modern-day equivalents of inter

nlezzi. But, like their l::Z.enaissance counterparts, these performances are 
n1eant for the immediate pleasure and gratification of their audience (a per-
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fectly legitimate use of theater that should not be condemned or dismissed, 
by the way) and have little direct effect upon the development of drama. No 
one has written a body of work for Jacques Polieli's Total Movement The
ater or Disney's Haunted House. Literaty dratna is ahnost always inextrica
bly bound up in the life of the culture, recapitulating the narrative of the 
society or the emotional experience of individuals within the society. One 
goes to such theater in order to validate experience. Even formalist avant
garde theater often uses the individual as a reference point. But spectacle 
theater is little more than a showcase for technical wizardty, whether to 
demonstrate the wonders of a chariot-and-pole system or laser light and 
cmnputers. The fairs and theme parks exist in what may be called 
"extradaily" time-they exist outside the stnlCtures of evetyday life. More 
often than not they are found in liminal spaces, far removed from urban 
centers or residential communities. They are, in the language of tourism_, 
"destinatlon sites"-a place to which one travels to escape the routines and 
experiences of the quotidian world. Thus, any theatrical entertainments 
found inside these spaces are relegated to this extradaily world; they have no 
more relevance to daily life than the roller coaster rides or souvenir stands 

that also comprise such experiences. 
But, it n1ay be argued, theater in general has become irrelevant in our 

world today. As theatet' loses its place of cultural centrality in modem soci
eties-;;-:-atJeast those. oftl:w industrialized vvorld-and with that its audiences 
aiid financial ·:~;u_pport, theatrical· producers ·try-· ever harder to --make this 
ancient art fom1. relevant and popular. They add rock music and video 
linages, cmnputer-controlled special effects, and hydraulic stages that seem 
to be competing for Olympic gymnastic gold medals. When done well 
enough or large enough, these effects elicit applause and line the pockets of 
producers. But while commercial mall1stream theater may be in the n1.idst of 
a modern era of spectacle, there is scant evidence that it is conttibuting in 
any tangible way to the developtnent of drama. In fact, the most recent 
trend seems to be theatrical adaptations of movies--a smt of reversal of the 
trend at the start of the centuty, when the nascent film industry cannibalized 

the n1.elodra1na for form and content. 

Second observation: A theater that exists to exploit new technology may 
contribute to popular entertainment, but will have little immediate effect 

upon drannturgy. 

Despite the apparent fo1mula of dratna first, theater second, scenographic 
developments have, in fact, been deftly exploited by dramatists, even to the 
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point of significantly alteling the form and content of the drama. Perhaps 
the most profound such example is also the earliest: the Oresteia of Aeschy
lus. Scholars now generally agree that the skene or stage building of the 
Greek theater first appeared in the Theater of Dionysus around the. middle 
of the fifth centmy. Within a brief time, probably no n1.ore than a few years 
at most, Aeschylus learned how to exploit this new scenographic elen1.ent to 
the fullest, creating a play with multiple levels for actors, spectacular 
entrances, concealment, and sudden revelations. Almost overnight, Greek 
tragedy shifted from simple presentations of actors on an open space, to 
complex physical and psychological explorations of human behavior set in 
theatrical n1anifestations of cities and palaces. While the Greek tragic theater 
may have had its origins in storytelling, dithyran1.bic dances, and ritual, the 
maturation of the dramaturgy would not have been possible without 
the introduction of the seemingly simple skene. Regardless of whether 
the scenographic development inspired new forms of drama, or whether the 

dem_,·mded new physical structures to satisfy their creativity, this is a 
case of an essential and symbiotic relationship among the theatrical 

components of architecture, stage design, and dramatic writing. 
A similar ease might be made for Shakespeare. The Elizabethan theater 

(in an admittedly simplified overview) evolved out of the elemental expedi
ent of placing a medieval trestle stage or pageant wagon inside a bear-bait
ing arena or inn yard. James Burbage transformed this into a purpose-built 
tlteater. Kyd and Marlowe, but most of all Shakespeare, learned how to 
transform this crude device into a metaphor for the cosmos, and how to 
exploit the shape of the stage and its relationship to the audience. Using the 

or three entrance doors of the stage and the overlooking second gallery, 
Shakespeare created a rapidly flowing, episodic narrative of multiple plots 
and cmnplex thetnes peopled by a vast array of the most fascinating charac
ters the stage has ever known. This, too, was the result of a partnership of 
scenography, architecture, and dramaturgy. ICing Lear, or As You Like It) or 
Henry IV could not have worked-or perhaps even been itnagined-on a 

•••.smrrnlle tresde stage in a marketplace. It required the transfonnable and nlul
tifaeeted stage of the Globe, the aptly named theater whose scenography 
facilitated the malleable transformations oflife within a "wooden 0." Inter
estingly, modern critics attempting to put a name to this style of theater turn 
to a twentieth-century technology and identify this style as cinematic. 

But ultimately this second observation reinforces the first. As long as the 
theater is in a state of evolutionaty growth the drann and the architecture 
transform and progress together in a complex developmental dance. As the 
physical theater achieves a pennanent fonnj so does the drama. The last of 
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London's outdoor theaters to be built, for exan1ple, was the Hope in 1614 
(the Fortune was rebuilt in 1623). While drama continued to be written at 

a prodigious pace until r642 (though increasingly for initial presentation at 
the indoor theaters), it is arguable that significant dramaturgical evolution 

slowed significantly if it did not entirely cease. 

Third observation: Rarely does a single development in any one field of 
endeavor (technology, scenography, architecture, dramaturgy) lead to a 
clear or in1llediate transfornution in another. All the factors are inextri

cably bound up in each other and cannot be sim_ply or precisely delin
eated. That is to say, we cam1ot neatly extract technology, say, from dra
nlaturgy. Most ilnportantly, evolution in the theater, whether in 

dramatic literature or physical production (and we could add acting as 
well), is more a factor of the prevailing societal nonns and worldview 
than any specific technical or stylistic development in the art of theater. 

A key factor in dramaturgical developments has been the perception and 

understanding of tllne and space. For example, as the theological worldview 
of the Middle Ages-a view that was ahistorical and in which time and 
space obeyed the laws of God, not the laws ofNewton~gave way to the 
humanistic and scientific worldview of the Renaissance, European theater 

transform_~d fro_1n ~}_1e epic; .. mystery cycles and morality plays in which thou
sands of miles and ·many· centuries could be traversed· by merely walking 
across a simple platfonn stage, to the linear, sequential pictorial drama of 
neoclassicism. In the modern era, technology has once again transformed 
notions of time and space, and this, in turn, has led to new forms of drama. 
The greatest manifestations of this changing view and the greatest contribu
tions to the evolution of the drama in the past six hundred years have been 

the introduction of the proscenium arch and the discovery of the rules of 
perspective painting with the subsequent adoption of perspective for the 
creation of theatrical scenety. In the modern era, the abandonment of the 
proscenium has been of equal impact and is similarly a reflection of the pre

vailing worldview. 
The Renaissance created a theater that was a linear unfolding of images, 

each obeying the physical laws of time and space. The proscenium stage, by 
allowing the spectators a view into another world-much as the tnore or 
less concurrent emergence of the microscope and telescope did-was cru
cial for the developtnent of naturalistic dram_a with its narrative renderings 

of reality depicted illusionistically on the stage. The proscenium went hand 
in hand with perspective scenety that created time and space in a two-
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ditnensional format. Through the il1usionistic re-creation of a specific locale 

onstage, the audience could project itself into a particular place that was dif
ferent from where they sat. Moreover, the realistic depiction of space 
itnplied real time. Unlike the medieval theater with its simultaneous set
dugs, the post-Renaissance theater created discrete and singular locales; 
movement through time and space was now sequential, not sinwltaneous. 
The linages created upon these stages were seen as extensions of the audito
cium1 or rather, as extensions of the world of the spectator. The subsequent 
development of tnultipoint perspective, the scena per angola of the Bibienas 
aild others, broke the continuity between the stage and auditorium. The 
Stage world could now be of a different, much larger, scale than the world 

of the spectators and thus a world of fantasy. But even if the subject nutter 
of the Renaissance theater extended beyond the bounds of the everyday, 
the stage nonetheless conformed to the scientific and rationalist view of the 
Renaissance. A perfon11ance was a series of discrete in1ages, each bound by 
the 1ules of science. It was this combination of architecture, technology, and 

scenography that allowed, indeed fomented, the creation of neoclassical 
dtan1a and baroque opera. 

The bridging of the proscenium and the unification of the stage and 
auditorium beginning in the late nineteenth century were crucial for the 
.many "isms" of the n1odernist era and were responsible for the end of nat~ 

, uralism_ on the stage. Illusion requires a degree of aesthetic distance that the 
;;pr<Jsceniurn helped foster. The unified stage and auditorium is antithetical 

to the natura1istic impulse. Did the disappearance of the proscenium cause 
drama to change, or did the changing drama force the destruction of the 
proscenium? Or was it, more likely, a confluence of ideas whose time had 
come? Regardless, these developments were in keeping with a worldview 
in which the apparent consttuctions and limits of time and space of the 
Renaissance were disappearing. From the beginnings of human histmy until 
the nineteenth centmy, travel and communication had been bound by the 

speed of horses, water currents, and the wind. Suddenly, human transport 
was constrained only by the limitations of technology, while communica
tion could occur at the speed of light. Notions of tin1e and space trans
formed accordingly. Filippo Tonnnaso Marinetti, in the "Manifesto of 
Futurisn1" in r909, reveled in this new sensibility: "We say that the world's 

magnificence has been enriched by a new beauty; the beauty of speed," he 
declared. 

A racing car whose hood is adorned with great pipes, like serpents of 
explosive breath-a roaring car that seems to ride on grapeshot-is more 
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beautiful than the Victory cifSamothrace .... We stand on the last promon
tory of the centuries! ... Time and space died yesterday. We already live 
in the absolute, because we have created eternal, omnipresent speed.2 

Today we exist in a singular world in which all things may exist simulta
neously. The linear and sequential world of the Renaissance is anachronis
tic. Ours is a paradoxical world of both isolation and interconnection. Con
temporary audiences are comfortable with rapidly shifting batTages of 
irnages and sounds presented in overlapping, incongruent, dissociated juxta
position. The world of com_puters, VCRs, and fax machines allows unfath
onuble a1nounts of information and imagery-virtually all knowledge and 
culture--to be accessible ahnost on demand. Significantly, it is no longer 
necessary to go to the conce1t hall, the museum_, the m_ovie house, or even 
the libraty in order to consun1e these products of culture. They can be 
brought into the private reahn, freed from the ten1poral constraints of exhi

bition or performance. They can be fragmented, deconstructed, Juxtaposed. 
All this has contributed to our transformation into a society of isolated indi
viduals, both- producing and consuming all this infonnation in the privacy of 
hon1cs or offices away from the life of cities. Television has produced the 
anonuly of audiences of one hundred million or more individuals, each at 

his or her Own private screen. This is the generation that has produced the 
neologism.cyberspace.tn.define a_location, occupiedby millions, that does not 
exiSt.- We are; tO qllOte Michel Fo'-Uca-ult, in 

the epoch of space. We are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the 
epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of side-by-side; of 
the dispersed. We are at a moment, I believe, when our experience of 

the world is less that of a long life developing through time than that of 
network that connects points and intersects with its own skein. One 
could perhaps say that certain ideological conflicts animating present-day 
polemics oppose the pious descendants of time and the determined 
inhabitants of space. 3 

Fourth observation: Theater:..........in fact, art in general-is shaped not by 
specific technological developments, but through transformations in 
consciousness and 1nodes of perception that 1nay, however, be 

significantly affected by technology. This is the key to understanding the 
relationship between theater and technology. 

In our so-called infornlation age, in which we are consum.ed with the 

technology of computers, the infonnation superhighway, the World Wide 
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and the like, n1any people tend to think that som_ehow this must be 
\ u1e<>lJ'orat<'d into the theater in order to make it modern, relevant, and cco
''.n•jmac;Jly viable and that the mere inclusion of various technologies and 
.pr:odlucts on the stage will magically n1ake the theater the equivalent of tele

or cyberspace. This is a false way of thinking and n1akes a 1nockety of 
postmodetr1is1m. Anyone attending theater or opera in the last decade has dis

. cov•ered that the most common prop in revivals of classics is the cellular 
<pno:ne. Did Shakespeare or Verdi really intend for their characters to speak or 

on cellular phones? Even in less precious endeavors, the introduction of 
or con1puterized in1agety into live theater is a misguided nod toward 

,,,,..,-,,aHcu modernism. Son1e artists, such as singer-composer-performer Lau

Anderson, have successfully incorporated projections and computer tech

)p•plo•gy into their work, but while Anderson has had a significant in1pact on 
world of performance att, she is more closely related to the world of rock 

i Jnt)sic and perfonnance than to dramatic theater. Her influence in that sphere 
been linrited at best. Nonetheless, she is at the forefront of a form of Jive 

j'jJJerJ:<:mnarrce that is mediated by technology. We are not talking of the sim
expedient of vocal amplificat:ion~all too prevalent in theatrical produc

nowadays-but of the use of a wide aiTay of technology and media by 
artist to- transfmm her image and voice into components of a techno-

'· l!"'c<<c that becmncs the medium of attistic creation. 

One n1ultimedia artist, George Coates, has created works that have tried 
•tom<esh the worlds of cyberspace and theater. A piece from the rnid-r990s, 

Pairs, is a case in point. The plot is self-consciously absurd. It 
'~,,~,"~" an Amish farm girl who stumbles across a solar-powered laptop 
com1Jwcer and subsequently meets characters fi·om a range of online news

The characters and the text of the play were derived fi·mn actual 
(imlividtlals and postings found on a variety of newsgroups on the Net. 

c: •vc•at•es then created a stage set that in son1e way replicated the experience 
ofbeing on the Net. In his own words: 

Over the past several years we have developed a stagecraft that enables 
live performers to inhabit illusionary 3-dimensional stage sets. The audi

ence wears polarized glasses allowing stereographic projected stage 
irnage1y to create illusions of volumetric space. These projected "soft" 
sets are scaled to fit the perfmmers' actions and serve as a theatrical infra

stlucture supporting all forms of multimedia from across the arts disci
plines: slides, scrolling text, data aninlations, ftlm with live perfotmers. 4 

Coates creates these so-called soft sets with polarized filln, data projec
tors! and 3 5 mn1 slides projected on specially treated screens. The scenic 
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illusions can thus appear to project into the audience or beyond the upstage 
wall. The text of the play includes actual news items, events and text 
inspired by online events and interchanges, and pure fantasy. In addition, 
there is a home page on the World Wide Web for the show. Individuals 
who log on can answer questions and leave messages or follow the adven
tures of various characters. Thus, the experience of the production, for 
those who wish, can begin before entering the theater or continue after 
leaving it. It can even be experienced by those who never see it. Coates has 
also created works such as Invisible Site: A Virtual Sho in which live perfor
mances are broadcast over the W cb in real time using perfonners from dif

ferent locations around the world. 
Laurie Anderson and others have taken this idea in a slightly different 

direction by creating performances of sound and images that exist entirely 
on the Web. The "audience" can watch the evolution of a plot over a 
period of time and follow different threads or characters. There is a limited 
a1nount of interaction possible. These performances are all digitally created; 
they are not live. While the cyberplays of Coates and Anderson may be 
finding new audiences, and may even be creating ways for theatrical tech
niques and structures to infiltrate the minds of a generation unfamiliar with 
live theater, it is not at all clear that this will have any lasting or significant 

impact on the creation of drama. 
G,~qrge_ .. Cqate:s'~ :Vll)rk l;as a certain aJ?peal and sense of cu1rency in its 

attempt to incorporate both the technology and the ideology of the Web 
into live petformance, but as with nuny theatrical attempts at discourse with 
technology, one gets a creation that is neither one thing nor another. One 
may wonder what is the point of trying to re-create "virtual" linagety on an 
actual, tlu·ee-dimensional stage? Why try to get the theater to mimic the 
particular physical manifestations of Net surfmg? As fascinating as some of 
these productions are, they will, I believe, become little more than foot
notes to theater history. They are reminiscent of nineteenth-centmy nJ.elo
dramas that incorporated new inventions into their plots, as in Dian Bouci
cault's The Octoroon, in which a photograph is crucial for the capture of a 
1nurderer. It is not theater created as a consequence of the new technology, 
it is theater about the new technology. It discusses rather than embodies. 

One of the philosophers of postmodernism, Franvois Lyotard, says that 
modernism is characterized by the presence of a metanarrative: a central, 
unifYing concept around which the culture is based. The prosceniun1. stage, 
which_ was born at the beginnings of modern Western society, created a 
visual and physical manifestation of the metanarrative--a unifYing frame
work in which a linear stoty or a causally connected series of images and 
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artifacts was presented to an audience that was itself drawn frmn an essen
tially honwgeneous group and collected within a single space. (The abnity 
to darken the auditorium reinforced this concept even further by reducing 
the audience to a single entity in the darkness whose vety existence was 
predicated upon its ability to project itself onto the world of the stage.) But 
metanarratives do not function in the postn1.odern world. We are in the 
realm of what Frederic Jameson ca11s "pastiche." Instead of a language~be 
it literary, visual, or Inusical~with a clati.ty that is accessible to all viewers, 
there is a :fi·agrnentation of languages. Structures have dissolved; discrete 
images have evaporated. The past is no longer prelude, it is n1.erely nuteti.al 

be drawn upon for present use. All images, all ideas, all thoughts, are 
equal. Linearity is archaic, anachronistic. The term sutfi-ng, once reserved for 
an aquatic sport, is now the term of choice for significant fmms of enter
tainment. We channel surf as we flip from TV show to TV show with our 
remote controls. We Net surf as we click from icon to icon on our com
puter screens, jumping from topic to topic, dti.ven as much by coincidences 
of homonyms or alphabetical proximity as any coherent idea. But to surf 
n1.eans to stay on the surface, never to plumb the depths~an adnllrable goal 
on an ocean wave, a dubious one in cultural interchange. fu we glide over 
the surface, we observe a panoply of fascinating images and fragments whose 
only real connection is their juxtapositional arrangement in the mind's eye. 

Fifth observation: Proximity and coincidence have replaced cause and 
effect (narrative) as a structural pti.nciple in postmodern theater. 

Yet here is. where we must look for the connections and influences 
betvveen drama and technology. A new drama may be emerging out of this 
new sensibility. American writers such as Mac Wellman and Suzan-Loti 
Parks constnlCt plays in which lineati.ty, nanative coherence, even the sta
bility of characters from moment to moment is irrelevant. Histoti.cal figures, 
fantasy, news events, and real life intermingle in works that are no longer 
bound by narrative sttuctures, standardized acts and scenes, or even a 
socially agreed-upon duration. A play-or perhaps theatrical event is a bet
ter descriptive term~can range :fi·on1. a few minutes (such as some of David 
Ives's vignettes or the smnewhat older neodada sketches of Kenneth Koch) 
to the n1.ultihour, even rnultiday creations of Peter Brook, Robert Wilson, 
and Ariane Mnouchkine. American playwright Paula Vogel has stated that 
in a postmodern play, "character, plot, language, and environn1.ent or plas
ticity as self-contained entities correspond fitfully, if at all, and only until the 
playworld fi·agments once again."5 
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In a world in which art, perhaps even life, is being stnKtured and expe
rienced by a spectator alone in a roon1, there is a sense of emptiness and loss, 
and this will be reflected scenographically. The new plays reflect that loss. 
The new drama often exists without the presence of tangible characters. 
The plays ofRichard Foren1an, for example, which date back to rg68, con
tain no psychologically based characters with emotional lives, only physical 
n1anifestations of the mind of the playwright given ten1porary form on the 
stage. The Wooster Group, a New York-based avant-garde con1pany that 
creates theater pieces out of the raw 1naterial of deconstructions of classic 
texts, has probably been more successful than any American theater com~ 
pany at incorporating video into live perfom1ance. In their productions, 
interestingly, technology has helped to reinforce the sense of emptiness that 
is increasingly dominant in new American drama. In Brace Up! for instance, 
a deconstruction and contemporary response to Chekhov's The Three Sis

ters, characters in several sceries are seen on video screens in a live feed fi·om 
offstage video cameras. In various productions by the group, live actors have 
interacted with videotaped actors who were fmmerly in the production but 
have since left. In a production entitled L.S.D, ... Just the High Points, an 
actor engaged in dialogue and action with his own videotaped image, In the 
aforementioned Brace .Up! an actor who died of AIDS continued to "per
form" in the piece on tape. Excerpts fi"om Kabuki dances and Japanese hor
ror frlms of the 1950s also showed up on video. In keeping with the post
modern aesthetic, Chekhov, pop culture, exotic· (to Western eyes) culture, 
and the daily lives of the actors were equal elements in this pastiche that 
becomes a play. 

The staging itself was an en1bodi1nent of the emptiness suggested by 
modern sensibility. The stage at the Performing Garage, the home of the 
Wooster Group, is a £tint echo of the proscenium in its fi·ontal relationship 
to the audience. But the actors hover around the edges and, as noted, some
times appear only as electronic images while their corporeal bodies remain 
offstage. The edges of the stage seem at tim_es to be a barrier, and to step 
onto the stage is a significant act for a perfonner. In Brace Up! and other 
Wooster Group productions, the center of the stage is fi·equently an empty 
place. 

Another exa1nple of contemporary sensibilities shaping the drama can be 
seen ill one of the most talked about plays of recent American theater: Tony 
Kushner's Angels in America. This play consists of two parts, each about three 
and a half hours long, for a total of eight acts and an epilogue, totaling about 
sixty scenes, many of which are "split;" presenting two locales simultane
ously. The scenes represent variously real places, landscapes of the mind, 
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symbolic locales. It is tempting to classify the play structurally in the tra
of the Elizabethan theater, or perhaps n1edieval theater, or to call it 

(Cinernal:ic. With its relatively old-fashioned tone of political engagement 
the triumph of the individual in a corporate state, it is hard to imagine 

""'/;lfl~:w as a product of the cmnputer age. Yet Kushner, a relatively young 
who has grown up inside recent American culture, has created a play 
reflects the prevailing nonlinear, juxtapositional, hypertextual world of 

Fc,1becrnrltrrre .. Thematically. imagistically, emotionally, this play has nothing 
with the world of computers and cyberspace; it is not about that at all. 

structurally, it epitomizes the m_odern play in the contemporary world. 
has abandoned neoclassicism, rmnanticism, naturalism, for a flow of 

'irna:ges and ideas that replicates the perceptual processes of contempora1y 
aucliencr:s who are shaped by the hypertextual world of electronic media. 

Finally there is the work of director Anne Bogart. A postmodern direc~ 
perhaps best known for her deconstructions of classic texts and her work 

Ja]Jailese director Tadashi Suzuki, she has also created original pieces 
her company, the Saratoga International Theatre Institute. Techni
her plays are very sllnple. (As a footnote to this discussion it is proba

worth noting that technological innovation in live performance is dri
by rock m_usic and stadimn concerts-that is, after all, where the 

_demand is and, more importantly, the money to meet the denund. The 
,.Jeclm<)lo·gy of the Wooster Group, for example--lavish for the world of 

off..o.off-Broadway-is sinlplistic by the· standards of major rock concerts.) 
But her pieces such as The Medium, based on the writings of Marshall 
McLuhan, Small Lives, Big Dreams, based on the w1itings of Chekhov, and 
American Silen.ts, based on the early silent ftlm industry, are classic examples 
ofJamesonian pastiche-dramatic events created out of found texts, mod
ern dance, Suzuki technique, popular culture, and collaborative input of 
perfonners. Part of Bogart's creative process consists of making actual col
lages of relevant images; these collages are as much as twelve meters long 
and becmne a kind of urtext for the perfornunce. The production values of 
the ftnal product are utterly simple, yet structurally they are as far renloved 
from the realistic dranus of the first half of this century as neoclassicism was 
from medieval drama. They reflect a societal worldview utterly transformed 
by current technological sensibility. To quote Bogart, "Physicists now say 
that nothing touches, nothing in the universe has contact; there is only 

nlovement and change. "6 

Her plays attempt to incorporate and convey this understanding of the 
world that will be instinctively understood by audiences with no under

standing of quantwn physics. 
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Final observation: In the sense that all Weste1n drama of the last six 
dred years or so has evolved out of or in response to neoclassical pr<ec<,pts, 
we might say that the neoclassic era lasted until only a few years 
What we are ente1ing into now nllght be tetmed "nemnedievalisrn." 
whereas the original was driven by theological ideas, this 
owes its genesis and form to technology that has refashioned the ne,ocJas-- . 
sical worldview. 
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:h<' question of national style is an intricate and politically charged issue- in 
Culturally diverse society of the United States. Literary and petformance 

is dominated by the field of cultural studies, and almost every 
:entde,avor is viewed through the narrow lens of what has come to be known 
as ''identJtry politicS." Especially in our two major cultural centers, New 

and Los Angeles, with their richly complex and ever-changing mix of 

ethnic groups, and economic classes, to suggest that one visual or the
. .acn"'"' style might speak for all segments of society is deemed "politically 
')pconrect." It suggests that the con1ponent groups have no individual iden

and that a uniform style has been imposed upon them by the dominant 
Jacltion within the culture. In other words, the idea ofHnational style" raises 

specter of cultural imperialism. In the present social and political climate 
the United States, this topic leads us down a treacherous road indeed. 

:. )~ollitics aside, the presence of so 111any cultural and ethnic groups would 
sulgg<est that a "national style" is, in fact, a vast conglomeration of styles
s<mJtetirrtes interacting to create something new, sometinles maintaining a 
distinct identity. 

This is an inevitable outcome of the unique way in which American 
society has been built over several hundred years. It is a society composed 
ahnost entirely of people who carne from somewhere else-sometimes 
forced, sometimes by choice. There seems to be little stability in American 
society; it is a nation in flux. Large numbers within the population move 
from one house, city, or region of the countty to another with alan1ling fre
quency. Thus, any scenographic style that might emerge from the physical 
environment-the landscape that imprints itself on the mind from birth 
within a nwre stable conununity-has been replaced by an eclectic aggre-

Presented at a conference on nationality in stage design at the University ofHaifa, November 1998. 
The conference was convened by the Israeli Center of the International Organization ofScenogra
phers, Theatre Architects, and Technicians (OISTAT), as part of the celebration of the fiftieth 

anniversary of the establishment of the State oflsrael. 
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